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Neisha’s award-winning Parquet design was her 
first collaboration with Harvey Maria, and is now 
a favourite with interior designers and architects 
worldwide. We are excited to welcome you to a 
brand new series of colourways which celebrate 
the stylish geometric design, and introduces a 
contemporary palette with reversed pattern. 
Parquet 2.0 is the perfect blend of classic design 
and incredible practicality - these gorgeous tiles 
create a chic, playful feel in both modern and 
traditional interiors.



A painted floor in an old house 
inspired this Celtic Cross design. 
I think it works as an alternative 
to a chequerboard pattern. It 
adds style to this very practical, 
versatile material, so suitable for 
kitchens, bathrooms, hallways or 
indeed any area of the house.

Neisha Crosland, Designer

Our skilled British design team has been creating luxury vinyl tiles since 1995. 
Harvey Maria floors are incredibly durable and easy to maintain. They are 
completely waterproof, slip resistant and compatible with underfloor heating.
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CHALKBOARD
A soft, worn-in black that is chic and yet 
wonderfully practical. Perfect for kitchens, 
hallways and boot rooms.



COLLEGE BLUE
Smart and stylish with a nod to heritage tones. 
This chalky blue creates interesting entranceways, 
bathrooms and pantries. 



PAVESTONE 
A modern, natural stone which is extremely 
versatile. Inspired by traditional cement floor 
tiles, this neutral colourway is incredibly easy 
to live with.



WASHED BLUE  
This elegant, pastel blue will look just as cool in 
a retro reading nook, as in a bijou bathroom. 
Designed to bring a freshness to homes both 
contemporary & more classic in style.



HUNTER GREEN 

Limited Edition
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A gorgeous deep, British green that introduces 
a heritage aesthetic to both traditional and 
contemporary interiors. Dark green is now often 
used as a neutral in place of charcoal tones & this 
design gives us that option as a floor tile.
Limited Edition -  
Special order only.
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Spec
Pack coverage: 1.115 sqm

Full tile size: 30.5cm x 30.5cm
Overall thickness: 2.5mm 

Suitable for commercial & domestic use 
including bathrooms, kitchens & hallways. 
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